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Abstract. Accuracy improvement of springback prediction is a major concern in finite element 
simulation of sheet metal bending process, especially for the materials with high elastic recovery. This 
work adopts solid shell finite element for springback simulation and improves the simulation 
accuracy by means of rationalizing mesh discretization and through-thickness integration scheme. 
Meanwhile, air bending experiment of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V was carried out to examine the 
simulation result. Research results demonstrate that solid shell element has better performance than 
thick shell element in springback simulation. The accuracy can be improved evidently by extending 
the mesh refinement area to 2 times of sheet thickness from the bending corner. The optimal number 
of integration points varies with the bending radius and the limited error tolerance. 

Introduction 
Prediction of following springback is crucial in mold design to obtain parts with higher 

dimensional accuracy, especially for high-strength materials. Traditional empirical adjustment for 
springback is expensive and time-consuming, and not applicable to products of complex geometries. 
Nowadays, the finite element analysis of springback has been proven as a well-established tool for 
design engineers due to its lower cost and shorter delivery periods. For the purpose of reducing error 
in bending process, it is necessary to make efforts on improving the accurateness of springback 
simulation, especially for the materials with high strength (σs) and low Young’s modulus (E) because 
of their high elastic recovery. 

A crucial point in the computational modeling of elastoplastic behavior is the proper choice of the 
finite element formulation[1]. Several elements with unique properties have been tried to simulate the 
sheet metal bending process and springback behavior. Among the elements, four-node shell 
element[2-7] and eight-node solid element[8-12] are the most popular because of their respective 
outstanding advantages. In the last decade, reduced enhanced solid shell (RESS) element developed 
by Alves de Sousa [13-15], which has both advantages of shell element and solid element, has 
aroused a lot of interest. The application of solid shell elements has practical significance on the 
accurate simulation of sheet metal bending process. For the attractive superiority of solid shell 
element in 3-D and double-sided contact simulations, many researchers have made efforts on its 
property enhancement. Parente[16] tested solid shell element with enhanced assumed strain (EAS) 
method in simulating the forming of an S-Rail industrial component, showing that the enhanced 
element can avoid the locking effect and provide reliable solution. Schwarze[17] used solid shell 
element with EAS and assumed natural strain (ANS) method to analyze the parameters of deep 
drawing and predict the springback.   

Except the element formulation, meshing method and the number of integration points through the 
thickness direction (NIP) also have a significant influence on the simulation solutions and 
computation time. Optimal mesh density, especially in the bending zone, is a balance between 
accuracy of simulation solutions and computing efficiency. S.W. Lee[18] indicated that the optimal 
element sizes are 0.2 and 0.15 of the die corner radius for the blank and the tool corners respectively. 
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W.L. Xu[19] concluded that springback simulation is very sensitive to the number of elements in 
contact with the die radius and 5~7 elements on the radius of the tooling is optimal. T. Meinders[20] 
suggested an angle of 9 °per element in the corner is necessary to minimize the discretization error in 
springback analysis. In this work, optimal mesh method in bending corner zone will be discussed in 
terms of sheet thickness.   

Integration rules require a significant number of integration points (NIP) in element thickness to 
reflect the nonlinear stress and strain when a material undergoes elasticplastic deformation. NIP 
required for accurate springback simulation using shell elements is always controversial. Li and 
Wagoner[21, 22] recommended use of 25 integration points (IP), with up to 51 IP needed to ensure 
accuracies of 1%, in general springback simulation. However, several subsequent literatures report 
less IP is optimal, including 9 IP [23] and 7 IP[19]. Afterwards, an intensive study was done by 
Wagoner and Li[24], they pointed out that NIP varies with the process parameters, integration rules 
and material properties in springback simulation of a beam bent under tension. At present, seldom 
papers report the rules of integration schemes for springback simulation when solid shell element is 
used.  

In this paper, springback simulation of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy sheet with high ratio of σs/E is 
studied using solid shell element. The research emphasis is the influence of meshing method and the 
optimal NIP choice on the accuracy improvement of springback prediction. Furthermore, 
experimental measurement of springback angle is carried out to examine the rationalization of 
simulation scheme.   

Experimental procedure 
Experimental molds consist of “U” type-bending punch and die with 60º as bending angle, as 

shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. There are three sets of molds with different bending radius (R) of 7.5 mm, 
15 mm and 22.5 mm, respectively. Except the R, all other influential parameters remain the same to 
exclude their effects on the springback analysis. Molds are fixed on a press machine which has the 
ability of speed adjustment and feedback. 

The dimension of the bending specimens is 140 mm×30 mm×1.5 mm. The mechanical behavior 
of titanium alloy is identified by tensile test. The stress-strain curve is transformed into true values 
and then fitted as Swift’s isotropic strain hardening law:   

= ( + ) n
PKσ ε ε0                                            (1) 

where σ is the flow stress; K=1797 MPa, the hardening coefficient; ε0=0.04168, the offset strain; εP is 
the plastic strain; n=0.1929, the hardening exponent. The Young’s modulus is 120 GPa. The poission 
ratio v is 0.3. 
 

  

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental molds and springbacks      
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  Fig. 2 Experimental molds with different bending radius 

Finite element modeling 

 Solid shell element 
For simulation of sheet metal bending, especially small R/t ratios (<5) or large stretching, accurate 

solution can’t be provided by using shell elements even if very fine mesh[25]. Thus, element 
formulation using full 3D constitutive laws is a reasonable choice. Solid element meets the 3D 
constitutive laws but it will result in computationally expensive due to the necessarity of multiple 
layers. Therefore, solid shell elements possessing both advantages of shell elements and solid 
elements become very popular in shell-like structure simulation and appropriate for dealing with 
double-sided contact problem. Solid shell element bases on eight-node solid elements’ topologies 
with user-defined NIP through the element thickness (Fig.3). Differing from shell elements, solid shell 
elements have only translational degrees of freedom and not based on plane stress assumptions.  

Sheet metal bending simulation usually associates with plastic strain. Therefore, element locking 
problems must be solved to assure the solution reliability. In this paper, solid shell element with 
selective reduced integrated (SRI), enhanced assumed strain (EAS) and assumed natural strain (ANS) 
method, called as M-RESS element developed by Alves de Sousa[15, 26], is used. The SRI method 
can avoid volumetric locking; the ANS method is used to overcome shear locking; the EAS method is 
considered to improve the bending performance and reduce volumetric locking. Furthermore, only 
using a single enhancing variable in EAS offers a good combination between accuracy and 
computational efficiency.  

                      

    Fig. 3 Solid shell element with the user defined NIP                       Fig. 4 Schematic of meshing methods 

Meshing method and NIP  
The dies are modelled as analytic rigid surfaces and the sheets are assumed to be free of residual 

stress before bending. Since springback following air bending involves no contact and mild 
nonlinearities, Marc/mentat implicit FE-package is used. 
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Meshing method of the sheet has a great influence on the calculation of stress state in bending. During 
bending deformation, high stress gradients take place in the region around the tool radius, so this 
region should be modeled by a fine mesh. To determine the optimum size of refinement region, the 
sheet is discretized using fine meshes in bending corner with an extended length of n (n=0~3) times of 
sheet thickness (t) and coarse meshes in rest regions, as shown in Fig.4. The element length of the fine 
meshes and coarse meshes are 0.12R and 0.4R, respectively. Meanwhile, thick shell element is also 
employed to compare with M-RESS element. Both elements are set 49 as the NIP.  
Based on the determination of the rational refinement region, study on through-thickness integration 
schemes is launched. The numerical integration is done using Simpson’s rule. NIP must be odd, the set 
value for NIP varies from 3 to 49 in springback simulations. 

Results and discussion  
Fig. 5(a) shows the experimental result of Ti-6Al-4V sheets after unloading. The springback angles 

of experimental measurements are 5.3º, 15.7º, and 23.4º for bending radius of 7.5 mm, 15.0 mm, 22.5 
mm, respectively. It can be seen that springback angle increases with bending radius. This tendency 
also appears in the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 5(b). As observed, the simulation results using 
M-RESS elements are generally closer to the experimental measurements than thick shell elements 
for all bending radius. The reason is the differences on the element formulations and bending 
performance. M-RESS element uses EAS formulation for normal thickness strain. However, thick 
shell element hasn’t the ability to present the stress state in thickness direction. 

Furthermore, the accuracy of springback prediction has a close relation with mesh refinement in the 
vicinity of bending corner. Fig.6 shows the effect of the extended length on springback error between 
experimental and simulation results, the extended length from bending corner is n times of sheet 
thickness. The springback error is given by 

Error(%)=100× exp

exp

-θ θ
θ

                                                                     (1) 

where θ and θexp are the springback angles of simulation results and experimental measurements, 
respectively.  

  

Fig. 5 Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy sheets after unloading (a) and springback angles of experimental and simulation 

results for different bending radius (b) 

It demonstrates that the error decreases evidently with the increase of n for both M-RESS element 
and thick shell element. However, the accuracy improvement will not be evident when n is above 2. 
Therefore, the optimum value of n should be set as 2 as computing cost is taken into consideration. 
Now, it can be concluded that the optimum meshing method is refining the mesh in the bending corner 
with an extended length of 2t.   

The phenomenon that the meshing method affects the simulation accuracy is attempted to be 

R=7.5 mm 

R=15 mm 

R=22.5 mm 

(a) (b) 
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explained by discussing the stress-strain distribution which has a direct influence on springback. Fine 
mesh of EAS solid elements is implemented to obtain the accurate stress-strain field. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
show the distributions of equivalent mises stress and equivalent plastic strain as the Ti-6Al-4V sheets 
are completely compressed. The figures show that high stress gradients and plastic deformation not 
only appear in the bending corner but also in its vicinity regions. And the size of the vicinity, where 
high stress gradients take place, is about 2t length from the bending corner. Therefore, it is necessary 
to use fine meshes in the bending corner with an extended length of 2t. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Effect of mesh refinement region A (see Fig. 4) on the error of springback angles for different bending radius: 

(a) R=7.5 mm; (b) R=15 mm; (c) R=22.5 mm. t represents the sheet thickness  

 

 

Fig. 7 Equivalent mises stress in bending area and its vicinity: (a) R=7.5 mm; (b) R=15 mm; (c) R=22.5 mm 

 

 

Fig. 8 Plastic strain versus x coordinate for half a profile with different bending radius:(a) 7.5 mm; (b) 15 mm; (c) 

22.5 mm 
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Table 1 Required NIP for 5% and 1% error tolerance with different bending radius 
 

R(m
m) 

7.5 15 22.5 

5% 11 9 7 
1% 17 13 11 

 
NIP is a significant parameter for springback simulation using solid shell element. Simulation 

results in Fig.9 show the effect of NIP on the error for different bending radius. The error has a large 
fluctuation when NIP is set as small value. However, when a specific big NIP is adopted, the error 
converges to a stable value. Considering the computing efficiency, the optimal NIP is the number when 
the error begins to stabilize in an allowed tolerance. For 5% and 1% tolerance, required NIP is showed 
in table 1. It shows that more NIP is needed for smaller bending radius and limited tolerance.  

The distributions of equivalent plastic strain through the thickness at the middle of bending zone 
are shown in Fig.10. As observed, the equivalent plastic strain increases with decrease of bending 
radius. The neutral layer (equivalent plastic strain equal to zero) has an inside displacement deviating 
from the middle surface. In sheet thickness direction, it appear highly nonlinear strain state. For 
accurately coping with the nonlinearity, more NIP is required when bending radius is smaller. It can 
be speculated that the NIP required for R/t <5 is equal or greater than 11and 17 for 5% and 1% 
tolerance, respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 9 Variation of springback error with NIP for different bending radius  

 

 Fig. 10 Equivalent plastic strain distributions through the thickness at the middle of bending area 
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Conclusion 
Numerical simulation of springback following air bending of titanium alloy sheets has been 

performed. The following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) The M-RESS element has better performance than thick shell element in springback simulation. 
(2) In order to improve the accuracy of springback prediction, it is optimal to extend the mesh 
refinement region to 2 times of sheet thickness from the bending corner.  
(3) The optimal NIP varies with the parameters of bending process and the limited error tolerance. 
More NIP is required for smaller bending radius and higher confidence. 
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